
Disease forecasting using open-source indicators 

OBJECTIVE 

To explore the use of open-source indicators (OSI) for 

epidemiological nowcasting and forecasting 

‒ OSI datastreams: weather datasets, Google Flu Trends (GFT), 

Google Dengue Trends (GDT) and data collected by Healthmap.org 

(HM) 

‒ Nowcasting refers to using OSI to compensate for the 1-4 week lag 

needed to collect and disseminate information via public health 

reports 

Demonstration problems 

– Nowcast swine flu in US and France using Healthmap data 

– Forecast dengue in India, using GDT and meteorology 

– Predict influenza activity in the San Francisco Bay Area (SFBA) 

using data assimilation (GFT and meteorology) 
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CONCLUSIONS 

‒ Preliminary results indicate that OSI can be used to nowcast and 

forecast epidemiological activity 

‒ The timely nature of electronic data sources, coupled with the leading 

nature of meteorological data (with respect to outbreaks) make such 

predictions possible – and useful 

‒ The incorporation of exogenous data e.g., meteorology, require the use 

of appropriate time-series methods such as ARX, ARMAX etc 

‒ The methods are robust i.e., when the exogenous variable misleads, the 

method exploits the smooth temporal evolution of the outbreak for its 

predictive skill 

‒ Data assimilation via ensemble methods allow the most flexible, general 

and potentially most rewarding means of assimilating OSI 

‒ The nature of the OSI assimilated is limited only by the model relating it to 

epidemiological activity 

‒ Tests show that Healthmap data, of lower quality (but greater availability) 

than GFT can be used in nowcasting flu activity 

‒ ARX methods are robust and predictive even when Healthmap data is 

misleading e.g., France, 2009 

‒ GFT and meteorology can be used to perform spatial interpolation and 

prediction of flu activity even in regions not monitored by GFT 

‒ Exploits the availability of meteorological forecasts at fine spatial resolution 

and its correlation with flu activity 
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PREDICTIONS USING ARX MODELS 

 

 

BACKGROUND 

Epidemiological activity is often reflected in our online 

behavior 

‒Outbreaks lead to media reports, which are often posted online 

‒ These reports are automatically collected and classified by web-

crawlers and organizations e.g., Healthmap.org 

‒Outbreaks lead to spikes in online searches about the disease or the 

outbreak in question 

‒ GFT monitors influenza-related searches and has been shown to 

nowcast CDC’s FluNet data (Ginsberg et al, 2008); Google Dengue 

Trends (GDT) is predictive in some countries (Chan et al, 2011) 

‒ ED data, along with GFT and meteorology, have been used to forecast 

hospital ED loads in Baltimore (Dugas et al, 2013) 

‒Data assimilation (DA) has been used to forecast disease activity 

‒ Data assimilation refers to using OSI to calibrate a “mechanistic” 

disease model e.g., SEIR models, to observations and using it to 

forecast future outbreak evolution 

‒ Absolute humidity is known to affect viability of influenza virus and is a 

leading indicator of flu outbreaks (Shaman et al,  2010) 

‒ GFT and humidity data were assimilated to calibrate a SIR model of flu 

and provide accurate forecasts of peaks of seasonal influenza 

outbreaks, (Shaman and Karspeck, 2012; Shaman et al, 2013) 

 

Research questions 

‒Can Healthmap.org data be used to nowcast influenza activity? 

‒ Its quality is lower than GFT, but is available even where Google’s and 

Internet’s penetration is low 

‒Can the seasonal nature of Indian dengue outbreaks (after the 

monsoons) be predicted, guided by precipitation levels? 

‒Can GFT be used to provide regional forecasts i.e., outside the 

municipalities tracked by it?  

For additional information, please contact: 

S. Lefantzi, Sandia National Laboratories, slefant@sandia.gov 
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Prediction of Indian dengue 

outbreaks using ARX models 

‒ Indian post-monsoon dengue outbreaks 
are correlated with precipitation (with a 
lag to establish the mosquito 
population) 

‒ Dengue activity can be tracked using 
GDT 

‒ Arrival of the monsoons & rainfall is 
routinely predicted accurately 

‒ ARX models (rainfall as the exogenous 
variable) can predict GDT levels for an 
entire season 
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Exploiting HM’s correlation with 

syndromic surveillance data using 

ARX models 

‒ CDC’s FluNet reports # of ILI cases per 

100,000 physician visits; HM can supply 

the weekly totals of flu-related media 

articles 

‒ Propose an ARX (Auto-Regressive with 

eXogenous inputs) model  

 

 

where yi is the log-transformed FluNet 

report and xi is the log-transformed HM 

data for week i 

‒ ai, bi, M & N obtained by fitting to 

historical data 

‒ Exploits the smooth nature of 

syndromic surveillance time-series and 

its cross-correlation with HM data 

‒ ARX can be successfully used at the 

country-level and the city-level  

‒ Tested for US & NYC during the swine 

flu outbreak 

‒ ARX successfully applied to Sentinelles 

data (France) during 2009 swine flu 

outbreak 

‒ France escaped swine flu, but not the 

media storm.  ARX models detected the 

lack of correlation between Sentinelles 

and HM data and ignored HM (see figure 

below) 

 

 

 

 

Using meteorology for spatial modeling 

of flu activity 

‒ GFT bears a strong correlation with humidity & 

temperature in the SFBA 

‒Can be modeled using a simple linear model 

‒Y(i) = a0 + a1X1
(i)

 + a2X2
(i), Y(i), X(i)

1 & X(i)
2 are GFT, 

temperature and humidity for week i 

‒ GFT data (and forecasts from our DA method) 

are available at 6 SFBA cities 

‒They provide 6 different (a0, a1, a2) triplets 

‒They are spatially interpolated to points in the 

SFBA using Nadaraya-Watson kernel 

smoothing, with an exponential correlation 

function 

‒The flu forecasts are then provided using local 

humidity & temperature values 

‒Test conducted for 2012-2013 flu season 
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ARX model trained on data from 

2008 to 2012, and used to 

predict the 2013 dengue season 

Data assimilation starting 11/4/2013 

Schools reopen 

Symbols: observations 

Line: model prediction 

Data assimilation to calibrate flu 

models  

‒ Epidemiological forecasting is best 

done with a properly calibrated model  

‒ The challenge lies in seeding the model 

with the correct infectious cohort, 

spread rate, and infectious period, which 

change every year 

‒ GFT, corrected using CDC’s lab reports 

on ILI cases testing positive for flu, 

provides observational data to calibrate 

a flu model 

‒ We use a SIR model for flu 

‒ We use Ensemble Transform Kalman 

Filters (ETKF) to calibrate the SIR model 

‒ The calibration produces a calibrated 

ensemble of 200 flu models 

‒ Provides probabilistic forecasts (best 

forecast and a standard deviation) 

Tested on 6 San 

Francisco Bay 

Area (SFBA) 

cities tracked by 

GFT and 

compared 

against data 

‒Week-ahead 

forecasts usually 

capture the 

observational 

data 

‒Predictions 

come with +/- 3s 

bounds 

Forecast start date: 09/30/2012 


